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In the Red is a lm about the Strike Debt group, an offshoot organization of Occupy
Wall Street in New York City. The group organizes around debts, an instrument of
control and maintenance of economic power. Strike Debt initiates several activities
to expose hidden mechanisms of nancial capitalism. Similar to Occupy, the
movement organizes along a nity groups: The theory group issues a handbook—
the Debt Resistors’ Operations Manual—for those attempting to renounce their debt.
The action group organizes protests, provides free medical care and information
about their activities. The Rolling Jubilee group buys, for very little money, the huge
amounts of personal debt the banks have already written off; they then “abolish” the
debts and therefore free the debtors from their bills. By this grandiose act, Strike
Debt spreads information about how the secondary debt market is working. Few
people in the U.S. know that when individuals consistently fail to pay bills from credit
cards, loans, or medical insurance, their bank or lender usually sells that debt to a
third party. These sales occur for a fraction of the debt’s true value—typically for ve
cents on the dollar—and debt-buying companies then attempt to recoup the debt
from the individual debtor and thus make a pro t.
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In the Red follows a group of Strike Debt activists over several weeks, engages in
intimate conversations with the group revealing the collective decision-making
processes. The lm explor es horizontalism, a social way of organizing that brings
out richness and democratic inclusion unavailable in predominately hierarchical
structures.
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